Quality Reincarnation
Have you ever wondered about what comes
next?
Ancient wisdom teaches that unless you are on
the verge of enlightenment, you will probably be
facing reincarnation when your current life ends.
If your body is over 60, that time is approaching.
You are not alone. In the next century, over 7
billion human beings will reincarnate. However,
the vast majority of these people will be
inadequately prepared, lacking the education,
skills and vision to improve themselves.
Ineffective reincarnation limits the advancement a
person can make from one life to the next. The
aggregate effect of this across the race impedes
humanity’s progress towards a brighter future.
Quality reincarnation is one of the greatest
challenges facing humanity today, and it affects
everyone on the planet, including you, your loved
ones, and everyone you know.
A new subject called future life design addresses
these issues.

Designing Future Lives
Entirely new kinds of future lives can be opened
up through the scientific application of four
revolutionary new breakthroughs in modern
astronomy, psychology, neurology and physics.

Startling new information has come to light in
these four fields which fundamentally alters our
understanding of reincarnation. These findings
have been combined to create a groundbreaking
new methodology for enhancing future lives.
Future life education is a dynamic game-changer
in reincarnation, and it can make the subject
more understandable, and more manageable, to
people from all walks of life. Better education
can open up enormous new freedom in choosing
future lives, and empower people to uplift
themselves into brighter tomorrows.

Why Are Future Lives Important?
Why should anyone care about future lives? Most
people have more pressing immediate concerns in
their current lives.
The answer has two parts. The first part concerns
our stage in life. While young people are rightly
focused on the present, it may be wise for their
elders to start thinking about what comes next.

The second part has to do
with our concept of
identity. Future lives really
only matter to us when we
have a firm grip on our
spiritual identity.

Relevance
Future lives grow in importance as we
acquire greater spiritual insight, and as our
bodies age. They are the most interesting to
older and wiser people, although mature
souls of any age can be drawn to the subject.

The person who
habitually thinks
of themselves as
a body with a
personality has
no motivation for
exploring other
lifetimes.

Awareness Potential
The ability to capitalize on future lives hinges on our
awareness level.
Each of us is inherently capable of higher states of being. In
fact, a spiritual being’s awareness potential is considerably
greater than most people imagine.

A peak experience in
someone’s current life
might bring them to
an awareness level 5
times greater than
their normal state of
consciousness.
From this perspective,
they might estimate
their full potential to
be 10 to 15 times
greater
than
their
average
level
of
awareness.

In reality, our actual capacity for beingness is over 100 times
greater than our usual level of consciousness.
We know that awareness is scalable; the age-old question is
how to make it sustainable. The book Future Life Design
presents a radical new set of strategies for achieving
permanent gains.

Dynamic Game-Changers
Exciting New Discoveries

Global Audience

The book Future Life Design
introduces a new cognitive
science for enhancing a
person’s reincarnation skills
and improving their upcoming
lives. Higher quality future lives
can eradicate suffering and
expand joy.

This subject is of interest to
progressive individuals in a
global audience of one billion
people who accept reincarnation. Its widespread
application can accelerate
humanity’s conscious evolution
to premium-quality future lives.

Gateway For Change

New Future Lives

The work multiplies a person’s
freedom and range of choices,
opening a gateway to better
future lives, and also a channel
for positive change today.

Future Life Design introduces

Landmark Achievement
Future Life Design is the first
scientific treatment of future
lives ever published. It is a
landmark in the progress of
spiritual science in the West.

groundbreaking scientific
discoveries which open up
dynamic new freedoms in
choosing future lives.

Transformational Results
The advantages of upgrading an entire forthcoming lifetime are so gargantuan
they tend to overshadow the benefits that accrue in the current life.
Nevertheless, future life work places a person squarely in their spiritual identity,
which can deliver a wealth of immediate dividends, such as:

Sense of identity beyond current life
• Trust and confidence in the future
• Open to exciting new possibilities

Greater sovereignty
• Expanded perspective on life and greater freedom of choice
• Enhanced capacity for self-empowerment and understanding

Inner peace and tranquility
• Mindful living in the present moment
• Initiate and engage in positive thoughts and behaviors
• Freedom from worry and fear

Accelerated spiritual development
• Heightened awareness and intuititon
• Greater understanding of the mysteries of life and the universe

Flexibility and openness to change
• Facilitate lasting paradigm shifts
• Release limitations to a more authentic self
• Make smarter choices and wiser decisions

Increased love and acceptance
• Create deeper and more rewarding relationships
• Greater tolerance, understanding and compassion

Central Points
Future life design has six central points, which are illustrated below and
explained on the facing page.

Methodology
Future life mentors are trained in trans-life psychology
techniques to help students design brighter future lives.
Mentors help students cultivate mental conditioning,
programming, and practices for improving the quality of their
upcoming lifetime.

Foundation
• Students are prepared for dynamic change by examining
14 core areas to ensure they have a solid foundation for
future life work. Key areas such as beliefs, emotions and
attitudes are reviewed to identify and resolve any
conscious or hidden blocks to progress.

Blueprint
• Students develop a blueprint for their future lives
including their purpose, goal, intention and vision. The
blueprint serves as the basis for creative visualization.

Action
• Students re-examine their priorities and develop futurefocused practices to prepare themselves for effective
interlife performance.

Result
• The

program exponentially multiplies the student's
freedom and choices for future lives, builds a robust future
self, and provides a foundation for lasting changes today.

Conclusions
For more than one billion people alive
on the planet today, reincarnation is
an accepted fact. Yet even among
those who believe in the continuity of
life, there is often little or no thought
given to the quality of the next lifetime
(let alone a conscious creation of it).
This is commonly due to the tendency
to over-identify with the incarnation
and focus on the current life’s day-today concerns rather than on the
eternal self.
Future Life Design is a breakthrough
program which addresses these
issues.
Drawing
upon
new
discoveries in modern astronomy,
psychology, neurology and physics, it
presents a fresh, 21st Century
approach to reincarnation while
honoring ancient wisdom.

The concept of “life by design” is a
powerful formula for success which
has generated a myriad of benefits for
individuals and society today.
Its
application to future lives is a
paradigm shift in cognitive psychology
and a game-changer in reincarnation.
Future Life Institute delivers future life
mentoring and education which
supplies our students with innovative
methods, tools and techniques for
upgrading the quality of their
forthcoming lives. The syllabus also
addresses the student’s current life
experience to provide a solid
foundation for future life work.
Interested in learning more? Contact
us today to discover how this
breakthrough program can deliver
lasting benefits for you on your
spiritual journey.
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